INTRODUCTION
TO 2019-2020 EDITION

This 2019-2020 Edition of *Redfearn Wills and Administration in Georgia* is a comprehensive resource on wills, probate, and administration of decedents’ estates in Georgia. This handy, yet thorough, reference manual makes concise, orderly discussion of all issues relevant to wills and estate administration quickly accessible to the Georgia practitioner. Since last year’s edition, new material has been added and/or existing material updated regarding the following subjects, among others:

- Statute of frauds
- Disclaimer of testamentary gift
- Fiduciary access to digital assets
- Domicile
- Testamentary capacity
- Undue influence and confidential relationships
- Tortious interference with a gift
- Negligence and ethical behavior by drafting attorneys
- Notary as witness to will
- Electronic wills
- No contest clauses
- Exoneration of encumbered assets
- Taxation of trust assets